SONGS OF THE HARPIST

featuring

Tomoko Sugawara

sponsored by Country Dance New York

ANCIENT ASIAN HARP, KUGO

Rui Niang
Tang Dynasty (7th - 10th Century)

Music of the Palace of Yue
Tang Dynasty (7th - 10th Century)

Qawl
QUṬB AL-DĪN AL-SHĪRĀZĪ (1236-1311)

RENAISSANCE HARP

Greensleeves (Greensleeves & Yellow Lace)
English folk song 17th century

Old Simon the King (Round About Our Coal Fire)
English dance music 17th century

IRISH HARP

Frank Palmer (Tune for Algorhythms by Orly Krasner)
O’Carolan (1670 - 1738)

Sheebeg & Sheemores (The Bonny Cuckoo by Gail Ticknor)
O’Carolan (1670 - 1738)

BAROQUE TRIPLE HARP

Gavotte en Rondeau
G.F. Handel (1685 – 1759)

MODERN HARP

Tango
Carlos Salzedo (1885 – 1961)

Chanson dans la Nuit
Carlos Salzedo (1885 – 1961)

To support the artistry of Tomoko Sugawara, please donate via the Contact tab on the Eurasia Consort website.

https://www.eurasiaconsort.com

To support the CDNY Concert Fund, please go to www.cdny.org